
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
project manager level. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for project manager level

Manage and monitor project progress and adjusts resources and priorities as
requirements change
Interact daily with JIRA/SmartSheet to ensure proper issue tracking and
executive reporting
Lead large, global, and often, virtual groups of multi-disciplinary teams of
highly-talented IT professionals
Develop and refine project plans specifying goals, strategy, staffing,
scheduling, identification of risks, contingency plans, and allocation of
available resources
Lead the execution of the tasks as defined in the project plan in order to
achieve the project goals
Manage changes to the project scope, schedule, and costs using appropriate
verification techniques in order to keep the project plan accurate, updated,
and reflective of authorized project changes
Record detailed stakeholder requirements, constraints, and assumptions in
order to establish the project deliverables, using requirement-gathering
techniques (e.g., planning sessions, brainstorming, focus groups) and the
project charter
Document and provide input to high-level risks and mitigation plans,
assumptions, and constraints using historical data and expert judgment in
order to understand and communicate project limitations
Implement approved actions and workarounds to mitigate project risk events
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Maintain strong relationships with other departments recognizing
dependencies in order to assess potential partnership and commitment to
the project

Qualifications for project manager level

Experience in utilizing Agile, Lean or Kanban methodologies in carrying the
end-to-end project process
Strong understanding Compliance to applicable Regulatory requirements,
such as GxP, SOX, Privacy, for projects
3+ years experience with IT Project Manager Microsoft office tools(MS
Project, Excel)and Clarity
Support budget/forecast process and related financial analysis and reporting,
including capacity / resource utilization and alignment to financial system
Assist with the evolution of project and operational processes and workflow
in support of the dynamic needs of the Company’s business
Optimize processes, tools, metrics, and human capital to enable effective and
efficient delivery of company projects, including, enhancements to
implemented systems, and supporting rollout and user adoption initiatives


